
Wearable EMG-technology as a tool for 
ACL / PCL –operated football players 

rehabilitation

Presentation partly based on Jari Puustinen`s Case study 
         “New insights to ACL / PCL-rehabilitation for 

professional    football players – Wearable 
EMG-technology utilization in postoperative rehabilitation” 



ACL / PCL-injuries 

√ When the knee-joint twists or bends due the impact of direct contact or 
collision (e.g. Football tackle) or indirectly, when for example a person`s 
whole weight lays on the knee-joint in a movement

√ When hypermobility in the joints predisposes the knee-joint to injuries

Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) & Posterior Cruciate Ligament (PCL)
-injuries can occur for example: 



The most common knee-joint injury in football is the ACL-tear

of football-injuries involve the knee joint. The most 
common injury is the ACL-tear, that can significantly 
affect a player’s career, with short- and long-term 
consequences. More uncommon are the PCL-tears, 
which compared to ACL-tears are less frequently 
operated.”

“20%

Soccer is a popular sport worldwide, having 38 million licensed players, of which 10% 
are woman. Female athletes have 3-6 times higher prevalence of an ACL injury than 
male athletes. The cause has been assessed to be partly hormonal and in the other 
hand due to structural factors (Prodromos et al. 2007).



Treatment methods of ACL-injuries

ACL-injured Soccer-players are commonly treated surgically, due to the demands of 
the sport.

When undergoing surgery, physical rehabilitation plays a vital role in getting back 
to the daily activities. 

Physiotherapy´s focus is  on returning the normal function and movement as well as 
dynamic and static stability of the knee-joint.
This is accompanied with muscle streght-training tailored for the atheltes personal 
needs aiming to return to the sport.

Line of treatment of ACL-injuries is individually chosen. When the knee-joint is stable 
and there is no  obvious risk of knee-joints bendind and / or twisting because the 
demands of  sports, conservative line can be chosen.  

To evaluate the knee- and muscle-performance during rehabilitation 
and late stage reconditioning, new tools are looked for“ ”



Testing new methods for physical rehabilitation after ACL reconstruction 

Objective
Try to find similarities with electromyography (EMG) and new tools 
for evaluating knee- and muscle-performance during physical 
rehabilitation and late stage reconditioning.

Study group
Four male adult professional football-players, having had ACL- or 
PCL-reconstruction. The players followed a sport-specific rehabilitation 
protocol for soccer.

Tests

Three months after reconstructive ACL- or PCL-operation, the players 
performed a battery of tests every four weeks, assessing their progress or 
deficits in order to program their rehabilitation process.
Myontec technology (Mbody Shorts) were used to evaluate the athlete’s 
performance capacity in various tests: strength, leg press-endurance, drop 
jump, Yo-Yo intermittent recovery and treadmill-running.

Results All four players returned to professional sports 5 to 8 months after their 
ACL- or PCL-operation and met the “return-to-sport”-criteria.

Real-time muscle-group specific information is an enabler to 
assess the symmetry, relaxation and progression during exercise.

“
”



Deviations detected

Changing training method

EMG information from Myontec Mbody shorts:
√ Showed differences on right and left hamstring 

muscles
√ Supported change in training method decision
√ Validated better results 1 month later
√ Enabled a better late stage reconditioning program

In the Yo-Yo-intermittent Recovery Test and in the running tests we detected 
deviations in hamstring – muscles activation – relaxation via the EMG data. 



EMG measurement throughout ACL rehabilitation process

EMG data
through wearable technology 
creates the opportunity to assess 
muscle-functions and fatigue during 
running – crucial info for footballers.

√ a new perspective on knee postoperative rehabilitation 
√ better information to decide on late stage rehabilitation
√ an assessment of muscles during activity
√ real-time muscle-group specific information
√ new insights to evaluate hamstring imbalances and fatigue

Wearable EMG technology offers

We’re convinced of the positive impact and added value of using EMG measurement 
throughout the ACL rehabilitation process of which the results were validated by clinical 
data. The additional info gathered on the field and analyzed in real-time creates a new 
dimension of information to be further explored.

“

”



The Myontec team

This results in a situation where causal relations can be monitored directly – 
instead of indirectly based on predictions and probabilities. In addition, muscles 
in rest as well as muscle recovery can be monitored and followed. Based on 
these additional insights, training and rehabilitation can be optimized. Thus 
resulting in enhanced performances and reducing the risk of muscle injuries. 

“

”
The Myontec solution (Mbody) incorporates intelligent clothing 
with wireless connectivity and mobile interfaces. This short - 
packed with wearable technology such as built-in textile sensors 
- measures  activity of your muscle groups, Quadriceps and 
Hamstrings on both legs. The data can be followed on your 
mobile phone or pad, both during and after your exercise.

“

”



Myontec is an innovator. 
It is an entrepreneurial company, taking the invention of 
muscle measurement to marketable products and 
applications. This by integrating existing data and adding 
unique information to it. 
Thereby creating an additional dimension 
to better understand and manage the human body.

“

”

Want to know more:  www.myontec.com 

http://www.myontec.com/

